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ABSTRACT
State-space models are widely used to estimate latent dynamic processes from noisy and low-dimensional observations. When applying
these models to real data, it is commonly assumed that the state dynamics are governed by Gaussian statistics. However, this assumption
does not hold in applications where the process noise is composed
of various exogenous components with heterogeneous statistics, resulting in a multimodal distribution. In this work, we consider a statespace model with Gaussian mixture process noise to account for such
multimodality. We integrate the Expectation Maximization algorithm
with sequential Monte Carlo methods to jointly estimate the Gaussian mixture parameters and states from noisy and low-dimensional
observations. We validate our proposed method using simulated data
inspired by auditory neuroscience, which reveals significant gains in
state estimation as compared to widely used techniques that assume
Gaussian state dynamics.
Index Terms— state-space modeling; Gaussian mixture models;
expectation maximization; particle filtering and smoothing.
1. INTRODUCTION
State-space models are among the most commonly-used frameworks
for analyzing dynamical systems, with application domains including
control [1], tracking [2], and most recently neuroscience [3, 4, 5, 6].
These models describe the dynamics of a latent process (i.e., the
states) as well as a measurement mechanism that results in limited
and noisy observations. As such, they often consist of two equations: the state (evolution) equation, and the observation equation.
To model the state evolution and measurement uncertainty, additive
noise terms are often considered in the state and observation equations, respectively. In most cases, domain-specific expert knowledge
of the problem is used to construct these equations, and model parameters such as the noise characteristics are estimated empirically with
procedures such as the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm
[7, 8]. In the simplest case of linear dynamics with Gaussian statistics, minimum mean square error (MMSE) state estimation can be
performed using the well-known Kalman filter and smoother, which
have been extended to also incorporate non-linear models [9]. For
non-Gaussian statistics, Gaussian sum filter/smoother [10] or Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) [11] methods have been widely used for state
estimation.
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In many applications, independent and identically distributed
(i.i.d.) Gaussian statistics are assumed for the noise terms [3, 12, 13],
which results in convenient closed-form solutions. This assumption
is often consistent with the empirical histogram of observation noise
representing measurement uncertainty. However, the empirical histogram of the process noise, computed from state estimates, heavily
depends on how the latent process evolves during the course of an
experiment, which in turn depends on the specific experimental condition and exogenous variables. Thus, the Gaussian assumption for
process noise is often violated in real-world applications [14]. In
some applications of interest, this histogram exhibits a multimodal
shape, where different modes correspond to different exogenous processes that drive the states. For instance, in the context of auditory
processing in the brain, presentation of auditory stimuli may cause
specific components of the latent state variables representing the
underlying neural processes to abruptly increase, decrease, or stay
relatively constant [15]. Therefore, a multimodal process noise model
would capture the state dynamics more realistically. As a result, incorporating a more accurate representation of the process noise statistics
will improve the state estimates, specially in presence of excessive
observation noise. However, these benefits come at the cost of jointly
estimating a more complex noise model as well as the states, which
can be a challenging problem when the observations lie in a noisy
and low-dimensional projection of the states.
In this work, we address this problem by considering a Gaussian
mixture process noise, which can, in principle, approximate any multimodal density [16]. Although state estimation under fixed Gaussian
mixture process noise has been studied using either SMC methods
or a Gaussian sum filter/smoother [17, 10], a framework to jointly
estimate the noise parameters and states from the observed data is
lacking. Inspired by the classic applications of EM in clustering
literature [18], we integrate the EM and SMC frameworks and develop an algorithm to estimate the Gaussian mixture parameters from
the state-space observations. We examine the performance of our
proposed method using simulated data inspired by speech processing
in the brain. Our results show that the proposed algorithm is capable
of accurately recovering the Gaussian mixture parameters, and reveal
significant performance gains over the commonly used methods that
assume Gaussian process noise statistics.
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND PROPOSED
SOLUTION
Consider the following state-space model with additive noise:
(
xt = ft (xt−1 ) + wt
yt = gt (xt ) + vt

(1)
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where xt ∈ Rp , yt ∈ Rq , and the functional forms of ft and gt
are known for t = 1, . . . , T using domain-specific knowledge of the
problem. Also, assume vt ∼ N (0, R) for the observation noise.
We assume R to be known for simplicity; it is also possible to estimate R within the forthcoming EM framework in a straightforward
fashion [7]. We model the state dynamics over K := T /W nonoverlapping windows of length W each. Consider a Gaussian mixture
with M components and parameter set Θ := {p1:M , µ1:M , Σ1:M }
containing the mixture probabilities p1:M , mean vectors µ1:M , and
covariance matrices Σ1:M . Within each window, the process noise
is drawn from one of the mixture components, which we denote by
zi ∈ {1, . . . , M } for i = 1, . . . , K. Thus, wt ∼ N (µzi , Σzi ) for
t = (i−1)W + 1, . . . , iW , and we consider the zi ’s to be i.i.d. with
P(zi = m) = pm for m = 1, . . . , M . In other words, zi determines
the label of the mixture component that governs the state dynamics
in window i. This can also be interpreted as a jumping or switching
Gaussian process noise model. Note that the special case of W = 1
corresponds to fitting a Gaussian mixture model to the process noise
in which the labels of the mixture components can vary at the same
rate as that of the observations. Thus, the resulting model could
approximate any arbitrary i.i.d. process noise wt .
Our goal is to compute the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE)
of Θ from the observations y1:T . To do so, we use the EM algorithm
with latent variables {z1:K , x1:T }. EM provides iterative updates
to the parameter estimates with provable guarantees of reaching a
local optimum of the log-likelihood, and it can retrieve the MLE with
proper initializations [19]. In each iteration, a lower bound to the
log-likelihood is computed (E-step) and then maximized (M-step).
These steps are outlined as below:
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where ui,j = x(i−1)W+j − f x(i−1)W+j−1 .
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b
i,m ’s, on the states, the expectations in Eq. (4) and in the update
equations above are intractable even if the Gaussian mixture smoothing densities are known in closed-form [16]. To approximate the
expectations, which are with respect to x(i−1)W :iW given y1:T and
b (`) , we use the SMC method. Let N be the chosen number of
Θ
(`)
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computed based on the Gaussian density for w(i−1)W +j in Eq. (1)
for zi = m, and c1 and c2 contain all terms not depending on Θ. If we
decompose the expectation in Eq. (2) into two iterated expectations
b (`) , and z1:K given x1:T and
with respect to x1:T given y1:T and Θ
(`)
b
Θ , this equation can be written as
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where π
bi,j,m is defined similarly to Eq. (3) but for Θ = Θ
it a constant with respect to Θ in Eq. (4).
M-Step: In this step, we maximize the log-likelihood lower
bound in Eq. (4) with respect to Θ. Differentiating Eq. (4) with
respect to Θ and invoking the dominated convergence theorem to
change the order of expectation and differentiation, we obtain the
following parameter updates for m = 1, . . . , M :

λi

where the expectations are with respect to x1:T and z1:K given y1:T
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where ui,j = x(i−1)W+j − f(x(i−1)W+j−1 ).
The E and M steps are repeated until convergence. Two remarks
on the implementation of particle smoothing and the window size W
are in order:

where the expectation is with respect to x(i−1)W :iW given y1:T and
(`)
b (`) , c3 is constant w.r.t. Θ, and b
Θ
i,m := P zi = m x(i−1)W :iW ,



b (`) , we have
b (`) . Using Bayes’ rule for P zi = m x(i−1)W :iW , Θ
Θ
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Remark 1 The main challenge in the implementation of particle
smoothing methods is their O(N 2 ) complexity. The two common
implementations are referred to as the forward-backward smoother
and the two-filter smoother [20]. The former method reweights the
filtering particles according to future observations, while the latter
aims to sample according to the smoothing densities. The two-filter
smoother, however, requires the choice of an artificial distribution,
which directly impacts the sampling quality. Some approximations
have been considered in [20] and [21] to reduce the complexity
to O(N log N ) and O(N ), respectively. One can always use the
filtering particles and their weights in Eqs. (9), (10), and (11) as
one such approximation. Also, an approximation can be considered
(`,n)
for the membership probabilities b
i,m considering the Gaussian
component used to generate each sample path: for each window
i and sample path n, if the m0 th Gaussian component is used to
(`,n)
generate the sample path, we can assume b
i,m = 1 for m = m0 and
zero otherwise.
Remark 2 In our method, the window length W should be chosen
small enough to ensure that the state dynamics in each window are
governed by only one of the mixture components. This can often be
determined using domain specific knowledge of the problem. Also,
we have to make sure the observation interval [0, T ] includes enough
windows to reliably estimate the mixture probabilities pm ’s. At the
same time, W should be large enough so that the parameters µm
and Σm corresponding to the dynamics within the window can be
estimated reliably. It should be noted that the dimension of the sample
paths grows as W increases. As a result, more sample paths would be
b (`) .
required to represent the densities x(i−1)W :iW given y1:T and Θ
This should also be taken into account when choosing W and N .

The TRFs can then be retrieved as τbt = Gb
xt from the state estimates.
It is worth noting that this is in general a challenging problem even at
high SNRs, as the observations lie in 1-dimensional projections of a
higher-dimensional state with non-Gaussian dynamics. In order to
simulate such a scenario, we consider d = 20, p = 3, and G to be
a dictionary consisting of Gaussian kernels with small variances of
2.89 and peaks normalized to one and spread uniformly along the d
samples. Also, we consider i.i.d. elements for st ’s from N (0, 10−6 ).
In general, the stimulus vector can include the history of different
speech features such as the acoustic envelope.
Fig. 1 shows the simulated TRFs used in this study. Panel A
shows the states for T = 1920, and panel B shows a heatmap of the
TRFs, where the column at time t corresponds to τt . This synthetic
example is inspired by the dynamic TRFs extracted from real data
in real-time [15, 23], where different peaks may arise, persist, and
disappear over time according to the attentional state of the listener.
As we observe, the local dynamics of the states are different in each of
these conditions, which renders the multimodal distributional assumption on the process noise plausible. The peaks in the TRF indicate
specific stimulus lags that are most relevant to the neural response at
each time. We adopt our framework to estimate a Gaussian mixture
representation for wt in Eq. (12). Considering the different state
dynamics in the second dimension (panel A), we choose M = 4
mixture components for inference, and we set W = 20 to be small
enough compared to T . In practice, these parameters could be determined by cross-validation and/or incorporating domain-specific
knowledge of the problem. We assume diagonal covariance matrices
Σm to reduce the dimensionality of the parameters. Also, we perform particle smoothing using the forward-backward smoother in this
simulation with N = 100 particles [20].

where α is a constant, wt is the process noise, and vt ∼ N (0, σ 2 )
is the observation noise. The parameter σ 2 can be estimated using
stimulus-free M/EEG measurements [24]; hence, we consider it to
be known. Comparing to the general model in Eq. (1), we have
ft (xt−1 ) = αxt−1 and gt (xt ) = s>
t Gxt . Although the coefficient
α can be estimated from the observations in the EM framework, here
we fix α < 1 close to 1 for simplicity. Thus, the goal is to estimate the
parameters of the process noise wt and, consequently, the basis coefficients xt ∈ Rp , i.e., the states, from the neural responses yt given
the stimulus feature vectors st and the other parameters of the model.
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To demonstrate the benefits of our approach, we consider the problem
of estimating the auditory Temporal Response Function (TRF) from
neural recordings of a subject listening to continuous speech [22, 15].
The TRF is a linear kernel that relates the acoustic features of the auditory stimuli to the neural response recorded via electroencephalography (EEG) or magnetoencephalography (MEG). Let yt ∈ R denote
the auditory component of the neural response extracted from M/EEG
recordings at time t. Also, let st ∈ Rd be a vector containing the d
most recent samples of the auditory stimulus at time t, and τt ∈ Rd
be the TRF at time t. In order to enforce smoothness in τt , it is
common to represent the TRF over a basis spanned by the columns
of a fixed dictionary G ∈ Rd×p [15, 23]. Since typical TRFs exhibit
smooth changes in time, we use the following state-space model to
capture their dynamics:


xt = αxt−1 + wt
(12)
τt = Gxt

y = s> τ + v
t
t
t t
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3. AN ILLUSTRATIVE SIMULATION STUDY
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Fig. 1: Simulated TRF dynamics: (A) State evolution in time, (B)
TRF heatmap vs. time, and (C) 1-dimensional observations.
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Fig. 3: Convergence plots of the parameters: (A) Mixture probabilities, (B) Projected mixture means onto the 2nd dimension, (C)
Mixture variances in the 2nd dimension (log-scale).
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Fig. 4: Normalized RMSE vs. SNR. The RMSE values are obtained
by averaging over 20 repeated trials per SNR. Blue curve corresponds
to a linear Gaussian model, and red curve corresponds to a linear
model with Gaussian mixture process noise. Parameters of both
models are estimated at each SNR value and then used to estimate the
states for different observation realizations. The richer representation
of process noise results in higher state estimation accuracy.
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Fig. 2 shows the estimated Gaussian mixtures after 1000 EM
iterations (red curve) under a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of ∼ 15
dB. The EM algorithm is initialized with random means and large
variances (yellow curve). As a benchmark, the histogram of the
b t = xt − αxt−1 is also plotted (blue bars), which
process noise w
is only available to an oracle with access to the true states in Fig.
1-A. We refer to this benchmark as the oracle histogram. Visually
speaking, the underlying multimodal distribution of the process noise
is recovered accurately. Fig. 3 displays the EM convergence plots
for the mixture parameters. Panels A and B show the convergence
of pm and (µm )2 (as a representative dimension), respectively. The
bold dashed lines are the parameters corresponding to a Gaussian
mixture fitted to the oracle histogram in Fig. 2 (blue bars). After
∼ 200 EM iterations these parameters converge to the desired values
from random initializations. Panel C displays the convergence of the
variances (Σm )2,2 as a representative dimension. Notice that this
plot is in log scale to better illustrate the convergence rate. An initial
growth of the variances is observed so that the EM/SMC method can
effectively probe the space of solutions, which is followed by convergence to the desired values (bold dashed lines). It takes ∼ 1000 EM
iterations for the variances to converge, which is significantly higher
than that needed for mixture probabilities and means. This effect was
consistent in our simulations, as the mixture means and probabilities
were estimated faster and more reliably than the variances.

4

Fig. 2: Gaussian mixture estimation results for process noise in Eq.
(12) corresponding to the simulated data in Fig. 1: EM initialization
(yellow), estimated mixtures after 1000 EM iterations (red), and the
oracle histogram of the process noise (blue) computed from the true
states in Fig. 1-A.
Finally, we compare the root mean square error (RMSE) of the
state estimates under different observation SNRs to that obtained
from a Gaussian model in Eq. (12), where wt ∼ N (0, Q) and the
general covariance matrix Q is estimated using the EM algorithm
[7]. At each SNR value, the process noise parameters are estimated
for the two models and then used to estimate the states for different observation realizations. State estimation in our mixture model
and the Gaussian model is performed using particle and Kalman
smoothing, respectively. Fig. 4 displays the normalized RMSE for
the states in Fig. 1-A, averaged over 20 repeated trials with different observation noise realizations per SNR value. Although particle
smoothing methods are suboptimal for parameter and state estimation,
we observe that the multimodal representation of the process noise
consistently helps in reducing the state estimation error at various
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SNR levels. The improved RMSE curve here comes at the expense
of more computational complexity in model estimation.
4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We considered a class of state-space models with process noise following a multimodal distribution, where each mode corresponds to
a separate exogenous process governing the state dynamics. We
assumed a Gaussian mixture model to account for this multimodal
distribution, and by integrating the EM algorithm and SMC methods,
we developed an algorithm to estimate the Gaussian mixture parameters from noisy and limited observations. We illustrated the utility
of our algorithm using a simulated example inspired by auditory processing in the brain. Our results show that the proposed algorithm
reliably recovers the multimodal distribution of the process noise, and
outperforms the commonly used methods that assume Gaussian state
evolution. Future work includes exploring the possibility of closedform alternative solutions to the particle smoothing method, which
can considerably decrease the computational complexity, and applying our methodology to experimentally recorded data from auditory
experiments.
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